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i'm usually not one to fall in with the masses, but i really had a tough time not getting caught up in the sopranos. i just kept wondering what was going on behind that curtain. what was tony really up to? were all those people assassins? were they all just the very worst friends? we got our answers, and all those questions, in the second season of the sopranos.
once again, it was a group effort, but with each new plot twist, the sopranos delivered a better and better show. the real-time visual effects in this blu-ray release are a mixed bag, but overall the sopranos is a fantastic dvd release, especially if youre a long-time fan. the show comes out of the box with a clean hd image, and the sound is excellent. extras

include in-depth essays about the show, deleted scenes, bloopers, commentaries by david chase and alan ball, and making-of featurettes. aside from the metrics tab, which is incredibly simply the tab with various statistics about your current download. you'll need to check out a utorrent forum thread to see a nice overview, but even then, some of the data
may be hidden. the download tracker is shown in two tabs, one shows the peer top 10 (yes, i know it's been devolved into a paradox ), the other tab shows the top 10 torrents that are being downloaded right now. if you're using a trackerless download, you can click on the torrents to view the details. the website tab will list all of the torrents that you have

previously opened with a torrent client. for example, if you've previously opened robocop , the movie in the image above, this tab would show how you've transited to this torrent.
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